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  5 Reasons to Choose

    Version 3.0VIDEO VOICE
 TM          Speech Training System

 for Your Therapy Needs

Schools, universities, hospitals and speech clinics around the globe enjoy the benefits of this innovative,
computer-based speech therapy aid.  Here are five reasons why:

Versatility.  Video Voice offers facilities that can streamline almost any type of

speech work, with 50+ games and colorful graphic displays that give you new ways to work
on speech development and remediation.  Relate pitch to colors in a spectrum  . . . give
“speeding tickets” for too much volume  . . .  move a train across a mountain range with easy
onsets, continuous vocalization, or articulation target productions  . . .  teach sounds with a
“gobble-the-dots” game  . . .  create pictures that show coarticulation and stress in connected
speech  . . . illustrate production of high-frequency sounds  . . .  and much more!  Most
games and displays have application for multiple speech goals.  

Adaptability ~ Video Voice is appropriate for many age and ability levels because

you control the content and tailor operation to best meet individual needs.  One therapist
might use it for simple vowel production, another for /r/ work,  and another for pitch or
volume in connected speech.  What sounds?  Which words?  That's up to you!

Flexibility  ~ A single Video Voice copy/license of Video Voice can be used by

multiple therapists who share a computer, or installed on a portable computer for use in
multiple locations,  without intermingling caseload data in either case.  Discounted
pricing is available for use on multiple computers, or to allow at-home practice outside
therapy sessions.

Accountability ~ Built-in recordkeeping and reporting capabilities help you

quantify performance and track progress over time in tabular or graphic form to satisfy IEP
mandates or insurance coverage requirements or to support research studies.

Longevity ~  Over more than 25 years, Video Voice has developed into a

comprehensive tool for a wide range of speech therapy needs.  Free, downloadable software
updates let you take advantage of new features and capabilities so Video Voice will be a
valuable asset to your program for years to come.    Need help?  Responsive, courteous
assistance from real people with real answers is just a toll-free phone call or email away.  

  

For answers to your questions or more information, call or email:

1-800-537-2182           mv@videovoice.com
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